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CATALOGUE 
OF 

A VALUABLE COLLECTION 
OF 

ENGLISH COINS, 
THE PROPERTY OF A GENTLEMAN, 

INCLUDING 

Gold. Early British—Nobles, Half and Quarter Nobles of 

Edward III, IV, Henry V, VI; Angels, Henry VI, VII, VIII, 
Edward IV, Richard III, Mary ; Half Angels, Edward IV, 
Henry VII, VIII, Mary, Elizabeth. Anglo-Gallic—Edward III, 
Henry VI, Richard II; Sovereigns and Half Sovereigns, 

Henry VIII to Charles II; Fifteen Shilling Piece, James I; 

Milled Coins from Charles II to Victoria, including Proofs 

and Patterns. 

Silver. Crowns and Half Crowns, &c., from Edward VI to 

Victoria. 

OXFORD AND SHREWSBURY POUNDS AND HALF POUNDS; 

SIEGE PIECES OF COLCHESTER, NEWARK, PONTEFRACT 
CORK, INCHIQUIN, ORMOND. 

WHICH WILL BE SOLD BY AUCTION, 

BY MESSRS. 

SOTHEBY, WILKINSON & HODGE, 
AitcUmtm*5 of IGtrnu-n proper hr & xi&torks UIuatmtHro of tljo ^ris, 

AT THEIR HOUSE, No. 13, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, W.C. 

On THURSDAY, the 29th of NOVEMBER, 1906, and following Day, 

AT ONE O’CLOCK PRECISELY. 

May be Viewed Two Days prior. Catalogues may be had. 

DRYDEN PRESS : J. DAVY & SONS, 8-9, FRITH-STREET, SOHO-SQUARE, W. 



CONDITIONS OF SALE. 

I. I he highest bidder to be the buyer; and if any dispute 
arise between bidders, the lot so disputed shall be 
immediately put up again, provided the auctioneer 
cannot decide the said dispute. 

II. No person to advance less than Is.’, above five pounds 
2s. 6d., and so on in proportion. 

III. In the case of lots upon which there is a reserve, the 
auctioneer shall have the right to bid on behalf of 
the seller. 

IV. The purchasers to give in their names and places of 
abode, and to pay down 10.?. in the pound, if required, 
in part payment of the purchase-money ; in default 
of which the lot or lots purchased to be immediately 
put up again and re-sold. 

Y. The sale of any lot is not to be set aside on account of 
any error in the enumeration of the numbers stated, 
or errors of description. 

YI. The lots to be taken away, at the buyer’s expense, imme¬ 
diately after the conclusion of the sale; in default of 
which Messrs. SOTHEBY, WILKINSON <fc HODGE 
will not hold themselves responsible if lost, stolen, 
damaged, or otherwise destroyed, but they will be 
left at the sole risk of the purchaser. If, at the 
expiration of Two Days after the conclusion of the 
sale, the lots are not cleared or paid for, they will 
then be catalogued for immediate sale, and the ex¬ 
pense, the same as if re-sold, will be added to the 
amount at which they were bought. Messrs. 
SOTHEBY, WILKINSON & HODGE will have 
the option of re-selling the lots uncleared, either by 
public or private sale, without any notice being given 
to the defaulter. 

VII. Upon failure of complying with the above conditions, 
the money required and deposited in part of payment 
shall be forfeited, and if amj loss is sustained in the 
re-selling of such lots as are not cleared or paid for, 
all charges on such re-sale shall be made good by the 
defaulters at this sale. 

Gentlemen, who cannot attend this Sale, may have their 

Commissions faithf ully executed by their humble Servants, 

SOTHEBY, WILKINSON & HODGE, 

13, Wellington Street, Strand, London. 
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Scale of Mionnet. Sizes of the Coins. 

CATALOGUE 
OF 

A VALUABLE COLLECTION 

OF 

ENGLISH COINS, 
THE PBOPEBTY OF A GENTLEMAN. 

FIRST DAY’S SALE. 

ANCIENT BKITISH COINS. 

Gold. 
lot 

1 Stateps, uninscribed, obv. plain and convex; rev. disjointed 

tailless horse to right, various pellets and ornaments in field ; 

another, with very rude representation of head ; rev. much 

disjointed horse with 10 pellets above, both fine 2 

2 Stateps, uninscribed, obv. and rev. similar to first coin in pre¬ 

ceding lot; another, of IVhaddon Chase type, obv. portions of 

laureate bust of cruciform pattern ; rev. Horse to right; 

below, pellet within beaded circle (var. of Evans, pi. c, 7), 

both fine 2 

3 Vepica, Statep, obv. vi-ri on either side of expanded leaf; 

rev. Warrior holding spear and shield on horse galloping to 

right; above, CO ; below, f (Ev. Suppl. pi. xix, 6), fine and 

rare 2 

4 Vepica, Statep, obv. com*f on sunk tablet; rev. Horseman 

charging to right, holding short spear ; vir. behind horseman, 

REX. below horse {Ev. pi. n, 10), fine and rare \ 

5 Addedomapos, Statep, obv. Star of six curved wreaths spring¬ 

ing from three crescents ; rev. Horse galloping to right; 

above, bucranium : below, cornucopiae, legend not visible, 

well preserved and rare i 

B 
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Cunobeline, Staten, obv. ca • mv divided by ear of bearded 

corn; rev. CVNO below horse to right; above horse, branch t yfc 
(Ev. ix, 5), well preserved and rare 1 

Iceni, Staters, obv. Voided cross; in centre, circle enclosing 

trefoil around another circle; rev. Horse to right with 

branched tail, above and below wheel-shaped ornament; 

horse stands on ladder like exergual line ; another, similar, 

but with pellet above and below horse, both from the Frecken- 

ham hoard, fine and rare 2 

Iceni, Staters (2), both varied from preceding coins, from the 

same hoard, both fine and rare 2 

ENGLISH COINS. 

WILLIAM I. 

Penny (Eh. 234), obv. + pillcmv rcx a., Bust of king facing, 

crowned (Bonnet type); rev. + brand on pali (Wallingford), 

Voided cross, each limb ending in two crescents, annulet in 

centre, pyramid in each angle, very fine and rare 1 

Penny (Eh. 236), obv. +pill€mvs rcx i., Bust of king facing, 

crowned, under a canopy; rev. + pvlfpin6 on lvnd (Lon¬ 

don), fine and rare 1 

Penny (Eh. 237), obv. + pillcm Rex angi., Bust facing, crowned, 

on either side a sceptre, all within a circle ; rev. + spcatlinc 

on pin (Winchester), Cross fleury on cross botonnee, in 

centre circle, very fine and scarce 1 

Penny (Eh. 238), obv. + pill6m Rex an., Bust facing, crowned, 

on either side a star, all within circle ; rev. + goldpinu on 

pil (Wilton), Cross botonnee over quadrilateral ornament, 

with pellet in each angle, very fine and rare 1 

Penny (Eh. 238), obv. same type and legends as preceding coin ; 

rev. + sepoRD on iexeci (Exeter), fine and rare 1 

Penny (Eh. 243), obv. + piLlclm Rex i., Bust facing, crowned, 

right hand holding sword ; rev. +cdpi on lvndn (London), 

large cross pattee over quadrilateral ornament with trefoil at 

each angle, fine and rare 1 

WILLIAM II. 

Penny (Eh. 246), obv. +pillclm Rex., Bust of king, facing, 

crowned, right hand holding sword ; rev. + pindci on cntlc 

(Canterbury), Quatrefoil with pellet at each angle, enclosing 

large cross pattee, fine and rare l 
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Penny {Hks. 250), obv. + pillcm r., Bust of king facing, crowned, 

star on each side of head ; rev. + I6LFPIN6 on lvn ?, Cross 

pattee voided over cross with annulet at each end, annulet 

in centre, very fine and rare 1 

Penny {Hks. 250), obv. and rev. type as preceding coin, but 

reading on rev. + brvnig on lvn (London), fine and rare 1 

HENRY I. 

Penny {Hks. 252), obv. hetNRi. rex., Bust facing, crowned; 

rev. + god[pin6] on • svDpe (Southwark), Ornament of four 

curved and four ringed angular sides, enclosing annulet, fine 

for this issue and extremely rare 1 

Penny {Hks. 262), obv. + heNRicvs • r.> Bust of king facing, 

crowned, sceptre in right hand; on right, star ; rev. lcping : 

on : svdpg (Southwark), Quatrefoil enclosing beaded cross 

with star in the centre, lis in each angle of quatrefoil, a very 

fine and well-struck coin 1 

//f 

J/A 

STEPHEN 

Penny {Hks. 269), obv. + STieFNe., Bust three-quarters to left, 

crowned, holding sceptre ; rev. ronbcr[t. o]n lvn (London); 

Cross voided, with pierced mullet in each angle, fine and 

rare 1 

HENRY II and III, &c. 

Pennies, first coinage (6), long and short-cross types (15), mostly 

fine 21 

Deniers (Anglo-Gallic), Richard I (Poictou mint), Eleanor wife 

of Henry II, Henry IV ; Penny (Irish), John, Dublin mint; 

Halfpennies (2), moon face, AdAm on dvv and norman 

on dvv (Dublin) ; Edward I, Pennies (Irish, 2), Dublin and 

Water-ford; Halfpenny of Dublin; Half Groat (Anglo- 

Gallic), Edward the Black Prince, some fine 10 

/ A 

/ // 

EDWARD I and II. 

Pennies (27), of Berwick, Bristol, Canterbury, Durham, Lincoln, 

London, Newcastle, York ; Halfpennies (3), London, some 

fine 30 

B 2 
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24 

EDWARD III. 

Gold. 

Noble, fourth coinage, before the Treaty of Bretigny, obv. usual 

25 

type, legend ends franq + DhyB, three ropes from each end /fe 
of ship, quatrefoil between words; rev. m. m. crown, 9 in 

centre of cross, lis over head of lion in second quarter, 

annulet between words, roman n’s in legends ; another, 

similar, but with three ropes from stern and one from prow; 

rev. no m. m. small 9 in centre of cross, quatrefoil between 

words on both sides, both well-preserved 2 

Noble, fourth coinage, obv. legend ends Sqvit, one rope from /C- 

nrow and thrp.fi from sstprn of shin npllaf aff pt> ft 1 n DQnf l’O ^ 

26 
A 

27 

29 

prow and three from stern of ship, pellet after 6 in centre 

of cross on rev., very fine 1 

Noble, fourth coinage, two ropes from prow, three from stern, 
legend ends SQT, fine 2 

Noble, struck at Calais, flag at stern of ship, also three ropes, Ar 

two at prow; obv. legend ends DOs|hyB. s. SQT, a in centr 

of cross on rev., very fine and rare 1 

28 Half Noble, struck at Calais, similar type to Noble, but obv. 

legend ends 3T)GL + s fradQ, and there is only one rope at 

prow, 9 in centre of cross on rev., well-preserved and rare 1 

Half Noble, reading 9dwar + D9i + g + R9x adgl + s + frwdu, 

one rope from prow and three from stern, 9 in centre of rev.; 

another, reading QdwSrd + D9i + g + R9X + adgl 

large 9 in centre of rev., both well-preserved 

Half Noble, obv. 9dwKrd J dqi + g ^ r9x | sdgl d $ hiB s sqt, 

two ropes from prow, three from stern; rev. domio9. &c.," 

words divided by two quatrefoils, 9 in centre of rev., very 

fine 1 

Quarter1 Noble, obv. Qdwa'rd, &c., Shield of arms within A? 

tressure of eight arches, words on both sides divided byuc#//' 

two quatrefoils ; another, similar, but with annulet before 

udwsrd, both fine 2 

+ D + hlBi 

30 

31 

32 Leopard, Anglo-Gallic, obv. + Qdwsrdvs | D9i | gra: A'nGLia - 
+ 

33 

FRSncuet + R9X., Crowned leopard passant to left, within a 

double tressure of nine arches ; rev. xpa j; rUgd^t. &c., 

Cross fleury, with leopards in the angles, within a quatrefoil 

compartment, very fine and rare 1 

Leopard, Anglo-Gallic, same type as preceding, but there are 

eleven arches in tressure, and legend reads 9dwSrdvs + d + g 

R9x + -tDGLiet + dds S’QiT'Vme, very fine and rare 

L 'M 

-f 
A 

1 
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Ecu, Anglo-Gallic, obv. 0 Qdwsrdvs. &c., King crowned and in 
armour, holding upright sword, seated on gothic throne; 
rev. xpa. &c., Cross fleury within a quatrefoil, well-preserved 

and rare 1 

Guiennois, Anglo-Gallic, struck at Limoges, obv. gd. d. gr:v. 

Rex. 2CgliG. &c., King standing to right in complete armour, 

holding sword and shield, under a gothic portico ; rev. + GVK. 

in. QxULCds. Ac., words divided by two annulets enclosing 

pellets, cross Henry, with lis and leopards in alternate angles, 

fine and rare 1 

Silver. 

Groats (2), London; Half Groats, London (2), York (l); 

Pennies, London (2), Durham (l), with bent crozier; 

Halfpennies (7), all of London, some good coins 15 

KICHAKD II. 

Gold. 

Noble, with flag, r in centre of cross on rev. ; Quarter Nobles 

(2), with and without lis over shield, well preserved and 

rare 3 

Hard it, Anglo-Gallic, struck at Bordeaux, obv. riocvrd : d : gr!V : 

SglQ : fr^cug : rx. d : Xqit., Three-quarter length figure of 

king, crowned, standing facing, holding sword in right hand, 

all within tressure of ten arches; rev. Svxilivoq + ccqvco + 

S + DOTino + b., Cross fleury, with lis and leopards in angles, 

fine and very rare 1 

HEXBY Y. 

Gold. 

Noble, usual type, words on both sides divided by quatrefoil, 

two ropes from prow, three from stern, mullet by sword 

arm; another, similar, with annulet at king’s wrist; Quarter 

Noble, with lis between two broken annulets above shield ; 

on left, three broken annulets, on right, mullet with broken 

annulet above and below, lis in centre of cross on rev. well 

preserved and very rare 3 

Silver. 

Groats (2), Calais; Half Groats, Calais (2), London (l); 
Penny, Calais; Halfpenny, Calais, all fine but London 

Half Groat 7 
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HENRY VI. 

Gold. 

41 Noble, usual type, obv. lis after huoRia, trefoil after other words 

one rope from prow, two from stern of ship, annulet a 

sword arm; rev. cinquefoil after iha, annulet between other 

words, and in one arch of tressure; another, similar, but 

with lis over stern, both fine 2 

42 Half Noble, usual type, legend ending Sdgl. z- FRVna, annulet 

at king’s wrist, lis after honRia., trefoils after other words ; 

rev. m. m. lis, mullet after Doccinia, annulet between other 

words and in one spandril of tressure, very fine and scarce 1 

43 Half Noble, similar type to preceding; Quarter Noble, 
m. m. lis on both sides, hermia. di. for DUi. &c., lis after 

name, trefoil after other words, lis over and at each side of 

shield ; Angel, obv. haoRia. &c., trefoil after each word, 

St. Michael spearing the dragon ; rev. PAR URVset. &c., Ship 

on sea, h to left of mast, lis to right, all icell ’preserved 3 

44 Salute, Anglo-Gallic, m.m. crown on both sides, obv. Archangel 

saluting the Virgin Mary, shields of France and England 

below ; rev. ornamental panels, cross in centre, with lis to 

left and lion to right, h below ; another, similar type, with 

ni. m. lion on both sides, both very fine 2 

Silver. 

45 Groats. Calais mint (2 varied), London (3, varied0; Half 
Groats, Calais (l), London (2); Pennies (3), of Calais, 

London and York ; Halfpennies (3), of London, mostly 

fine 14 

EDWARD IV. 

Gold. 

46 Rose Noble, no m. m., obv. QdwVrd. &c., legend ends dds+i+b+ 

trefoil between words on both sides, three ropes from stern 

of ship, one from prow, flag marked with large a at stern, 

rose on side of ship; rev. m. m. cross, iha Svt. &c., floriated 

cross with rose in centre, very fine 1 

47 Rose Nobles (2), similar type and legends to preceding, but 

m. m. crown on rev., both well preserved o 
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Half Rose Noble, similar type to Noble, rev. m. m. crown, 

DOODintf. &c.; Quaptep Rose Noble, m.m. crown on both 

sides, obv. Qdwtcrd. &<»., trefoil between words, « with pellet 

at both sides above shield, rose to right, sun to left of shield, 

lis below; rev. lis between words, floriated cross with sun in 

centre, both fine 2 

Rose Quaptep Noble, obv. m. m. crown, Q above shield within 

tressure of four arches, rose to right, sun to left, lis below ; 

rev. m. m. crown, trefoil after QxJCLtSbitvr., rose after in ; 

Half Angel, m. m. pierced cross, with pellet in one angle on 

both sides, saltire between words, St. Michael piercing the 

dragon ; rev. o. orvx. vve( spOs vniccy, rose pierced after 

svu, sun after vniav, two saltires after other words, rare, 

both fine 2 

Rose Quaptep Noble, same type as in preceding lot, but with 

trefoil in each spandril of tressure on obv., and lis after 

UxAltAbitvr on rev. ; Half Angel, same type and legends 

as in preceding lot, but without pellets by m. m. on obv., both 

fine 2 

Half Rose Noble, struck at York, usual type with Q on waves, 

well preserved and rare 1 

Angel, m. m. pierced cross on both sides, with pellet in one angle, 

saltire between words, 3 to left and rose to right of mast; 

another, similar, but with m. m. pierced cinquefoil on both 

sides, both fine 2 

<7 

Silver. 

54 
// 

Gpoats, of London mint (12), all varied, m.m. rose, pierced 

cross, annulet, pierced cinquefoil, crown, rev. sun, plain cross, 

rev. pierced cross; Bristol (2), m. m. sun and crown, with B 

on breast; York (l), m. m. lis on both sides, 3 on breast; 

Another, m. m. Q on breast for Canterbury; rev. m. m. sun, 

reading civitas London, curious and rare, all fine 16 

Half Gpoats, Canterbury mint (5), m.m. rose, a on breast; 

m. m. pall, quatrefoil each side of neck, breast fleured ; m. m. 

rose, Archbishop Bourcher’s knot on breast; m. m. pall, 

quatrefoil each side of neck, Bourcher knot on breast; m. m. 

crown on obv., sun on rev., quatrefoil each side of neck, 

breast plain ; as last, but breast fleured; Pennies, Durham 

mint (3), lis each side of neck, B to right of neck, rose in 

centre of rev. ; York mint (3), quatrefoil to left of neck, B 

to right; B to left, key to right; lis ? to left, key to right, 

some fine 13 
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RICHARD III. 

55 

56 

Gold. 

Angel, m. in. boar’s head on obv., rose and sun on rev., obv. 

riovrd + di ^ grv Rex + vdgl + s. FRVna., St. Michael and 

the dragon ; rev. P0R ORvaux + tvs + sslvs + nos xpa + RU- 

dUxpt, Ship on sea, R to left of mast, rose to right, fine and 

very rare \ 

Angel, same type and m. m. as last, but reading P0R aRvau + 

tvs + sSlvs nos xpa + ruduxp, fine and very rare 1 

57 

58 

59 

Silver. 

Groats, London mint, m.m. boar’s head on obv., rose and sun 

on rev. ; another, in. in. rose and sun, pellet under bust, 

both well preserved and rare 2 

Groa.t, London mint, m.m. boar’s head on both sides, well pre¬ 

served and rare 1 

Groat, London mint, m. in. rose and sun on both sides, a very 

fine and well spread coin 1 

HENEY VII. 

60 

61 

62 

Gold. 

Angel, first coinage, m. in. rose and sun, St. Michael with only 

one foot on the dragon ; another, second coinage, m. m. 

pheon, St. Michael with both feet on dragon, both well 

preserved, the first rare 2 

Angel, second coinage, m. m. upright anchor on both sides, usual 

type; rev. legend ends xpa j ru ; another, m. m. pheon on 

both sides, obv. legend ends with FR, both fine 2 

Half Angel, second coinage, m. m. portcullis on both sides, 

saltire after each word of legends ; another, m. m. pheon on 

both sides, saltire between words ; obv. legend on both ends 

with RQx. sgl. z., both fine and rare 2 

Silver. 

63 Groats, second coinage (3), m.m. escallop on both sides; lis 

over rose on obv., and leopard’s head on rev.; m. m. lis over 

rose on both sides : third coinage (3), m. in. pheon on both 

sides; cross-crosslet, and one without in. m.; Half Groats, 

second coinage, Canterbury mint, in. m. tun on both sides ; 

third coinage, London mint (2), in. m. bird ; in. in. cinquefoil 

on both sides; Penny, York mint, first coinage, with h in 

centre of rev. some fine 10 
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HENRY VIII. 

Gold. 

Sovereign, second coinage, m. m. lis, obv. heoRiovs + dui + 

GRffaiff X R6(x X ffOGLi | Qt | FRffoa J dds { hie., King seated 

on throne, holding sceptre and orb, a portcullis at his feet; 

within fieured circle ; rev. ihusvs X ffVTRM X TRffnsiQNS + 

pQr X mUdivm X illorvm X iBffT., Shield of arms on double 

rose, surrounded by double tressure with lions and lis in 

arches, fine and very rare 1 

Sovereign, fourth coinage, m. m. on rev. s., obv. henRia + 8 

di X GRff + &c., King wearing short beard, enthroned, rose at 

his feet; rev. ihs | ffVTUM &c., Shield of arms with sup¬ 

porters, a lion and a dragon ; below, HR (mon.) on a tablet, 

plugged over head, otherwise fine and very rare 1 

Half Sovereign, m.m. annulet enclosing pellet on both sides, 

similar type to Sovereign, icell preserved 1 

Angel, first coinage, m.m. portcullis crowned on both sides, obv. 

hur)Ria X vm X DI + GRA- &c., St. Michael spearing the dragon, 

rev. PAR ctRVOU. &c., Shield on ship, with h and rose at sides 

of mast, very fine and scarce 1 

Half Angel, m.m. portcullis crowned on both sides, similar type 

to Angel; rev. o. orvx. ffvU. &c., two saltires between 

words, fine and' rare 1 

Quarter Angel, third coinage, m. m. lis, obv. hunRiovs. vm. 

&c., similar type to Angel, well preserved and very rare 1 

Crown, second coinage, m.m. rose on both sides, obv. henRia + 

vm | rvtilSds + rosX X spiff., a double rose crowned between 

h. k. both crowned; rev. dUi + G X &c., Shield of arms crowned, 

no letters in field; another, m. m. lis on obv. and rev., usual 

type, with h. k. crowned on both sides, both fine and scarce 2 

Crown, second coinage, m. m. arrow on both sides, similar type 

to last, but with h. i. (Henry and Jane Seymour), crowned 

on both sides; another, of fourth coinage, m. m. annulet 

enclosing pellet on both sides, reads henRict. 8. &c., similar 

type to last, but with h. k. crowned on obv. and h. r. on rev., 

both fine and scarce 2 

A/F 

Silver. 

72 Testoon, m.m. lis on obv., annulet on rev., obv. hODRid. 8, &c., 

Bust of king crowned, full face; rev. posvi. &c., Rose crowned 

between h. r crowned; another, m. m. annulet enclosing 

pellet on both sides, type as preceding, both icell preserved' 

for these coins 2 

b 3 
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73 Groats, of London, first coinage, m. m. portcullis on both sides; 

second coinage (5), m. m. rose, lis, pheon, arrow; York 

mint, m.m. cross, with T.W. at sides of shield, and Cardinal’s 

hat below: Half Groats, first coinage (2), of York mint, 

m. m. star, keys under shield, Cardinal’s hat below ; another, 
similar, with m. m. cross, reading civitas etBORVai ; second 

coinage, Canterbury, m. m. rose, w. A. at sides of shield; 

York (2), m.m. key, one has L. E. at sides of shield; Half¬ 

pennies (2), London, m.m. arrow; York, with L. E. ? at 
sides of head, some fine 13 

74 Groats (4), London, of third and later coinage, m.m. lis, bird, 
picklock, and one no m. m., reading civitas. London ; Bristol 
mint, m.m. w. s. {in mon.), civitas. bristoliu ; Groat 

(Irish), with bust of King, Dublin mint; others (3), with 
harp crowned, between h. r, h. i and h. k, all crowned; 

Half Groats (4), with bust of King, Bristol, Canterbury, 
London and York mints; Penny of Canterbury; Half¬ 

penny of London, some good coins 15 

EDWARD YI. 

Gold. 

75 Half Sovereign, first coinage, with his father’s name, but his 
own portrait, m. m. arrow, King seated on throne, rose at 
his feet; rev. Shield of arms, crowned, with supporters lion 
and dragon, H. R {mon.) on tablet below ; another, m. m. lis on 
both sides, both well preserved, but faultily struck as usual 2 

76 Half Sovereign, first coinage, m. m. arrow on both sides, same 
type as preceding, exceptionally well struck, and with perfect 

legends 1 

77 Crown, second coinage, m.m. y on obv. only, Bust of King to 
right, crowned ; rev. oval garnished shield, crowned, well 

preserved and very rare 1 

78 Half Crown, second coinage, m.m. y on both sides, same type 
as preceding Crown, well preserved for issue, and extremely 

rare 1 

79 Sovereign, fourth coinage, m. m. tun on both sides, obv. edward. 

VI. &c., three-quarter length figure of King to right, in 
armour, holding sword and orb; rev. ihs. &c., crowned 

shield of arms with supporters, below e. r. on tablet, fine and 

rare 1 
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Half Sovereign, fourth coinage, m. m. tun on both sides, same 

type as Sovereign, very well preserved and rare 1 

Half Sovereign, fourth coinage, m. m. y on both sides, same 

type as last, very well preserved and rare 1 

Silver. 

Crown, 1551, m. m. y on both sides, obv. Qdward. vi. d. g. Ac., 

King on horse cantering to right, 1551 below; rev. posvi. 

Ac., square shield on cross fourchee, very ivell preserved 1 

Crown, 1552, m.m. tun on both sides, same type as preceding, 

but date below horse 1552, fine and rare 1 

Crown, 1553, m.m. tun on both sides, usual type, 1553 below 

horse, fine, and a very rare date 1 

Half Crown, 1 551, m. m. tun on both sides, same type as 

Crown, well preserved 1 

Half Crown, 1551, m.m.y, Horse walking to right, plume on 

head, date below, fine for issue 1 

Shilling, first coinage, m. m. t, obv. Bust to right, crowned, Ed¬ 

ward. vi. Ac.; rev. Timor, &c., legend ends M : D : XL ix ; 

another, m. m. y, of same date ; another, m. m. swan, dated 

M : D : L ; Shillings, second coinage (2), m. m. tun and y, 
Bust facing, crowned, between rose and xn, rev. Shield on 

cross fourchee ; Sixpences (3), same type, but with vi for 

value, m. m. tun on both sides, y on both sides, and one 

with y on rev. only, some fine 8 

//& 

/ki- 
ys- 

Groat, first coinage, m.m. arrow on both sides, obv. edward. 6. 

d. g. ag. fr. z. hib. rex., Bust to right, crowned, rev. posvi 

devm. Ac., square shield on cross fourchee; Half Groat, 

Canterbury mint, no m. m., type as preceding Groat, but 

legend on rev. civitas cantor, the Groat very well preserved, 

the Half Groat fairly so, both very rare 2 

MARY. 

Gold. 

Angel, obv. cdAria. d. g. Ano. fra. z. hiB. rugi (stops annulets, 

pomegranate after cdariA), the Archangel piercing the dragon; 

rev. 2C. Dno. fAGtv. Ac. (stops annulets, pomegranate after 

istvd), Ship with royal shield, M and rose at sides of mast, 

fine and very rare i 

b 4 
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91 

Half Angel, same type as Angel, but reading obv. coarix d. g. 

S. fr. z. hiB. ReGi (stops annulets, pomegranate after cdaria) 

rev. X Dno. faxttv. qst. istvd. z. &c. (stops annulets, pome 

granate after sst), well preserved and' extremely rare 1 

Silver. 

Groat, obv. cd'Vri'V. d. g. AnG. &c., Bust of Queen to left, crowned: 

rev. vqritas, &c., Shield on cross fourchee, annulets for stops, 

extremely fine and rare thus 1 

PHILIP AND MANY. 

Silver. 

92 Shilling, 1554, obv. Philip, et. maria. &c., legend ends hisp, 

Bust of King and Queen face to face, crown above between 

date 15-54, rev. posvimvs. &c., legend ends nostrvm, oval 

garnished shield, crowned, above, x-n for value; another, 

same type and date, but obv. legend ends ang, and rev. with 

nostrem instead of nostrvm, only two said to be known, 

unpublished; Sixpence, 1554, type as first Shilling, but 

with vi for value; Groat, m.m. lis on both sides, Bust of 

Queen to left; Pennies (2), London mint, base silver; 

Shilling (Irish), obv. Bust of King and Queen face to face, 

crown above, 1554 below, rev. Harp crowned between P. M.„ 

both crowned ; Sixpence, similar type, but with date 15 - 58 

above, all but Pennies well preserved 8 

93 

94 

95 

ELIZABETH. 

Gold. 

Fine Sovereign, second issue, m. m. scallop on both sides, obv 

ELIZABETH : D : G. &c., Queen seated facing on throne, holdin 

sceptre and orb, at her feet portcullis, back of throne 

chequered ; rev. A: DNO : FACTV. &c., square shield on large 

double rose within double tressure, fine and rare 1 

Pound Sovereign, m.m. woolpack on both sides, obv. Eliza¬ 

beth : D : g. &c. (stops annulets), large bust of Queen crowned 

to left, richly embroidered dress and ruff, long flowing hair; 

rev. scvtvm. &c. (stops annulets), square garnished shield, 

crowned, between e r, very fine and rare 1 

Pound Sovereign, m.m. o on both sides, similar type and 

legends to last, pellet between each word, very fine and rare 1 
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Crowns (2), m. m. cross-crosslet and coronet, both fine and 

scarce 2 

Angel, m. m. cross on both sides, obv. Elizabeth : d : g : 

ANG. &c., the Archangel piercing the dragon; rev. A. DNO : 

factvm, &c., Ship with E and rose at sides of mast; another, 

m. m. A on both sides, similar type and legends to last, the 

first fine, the second well preserved 2 

Half Angel, m.m. cross-crosslet on both sides, same type as 

Angel; Quarter Angel, m.m. plain cross on both sides, 

similar type to last coin, both fine and scarce 2 

Silver. 

HAMMERED COINAGE. 

Crown, m. m. 1 on both sides, obv. Elizabeth’• d’• g’■ &c., Bust 

of Queen to left, holding sceptre and orb ; rev. POSVI, &c., 

square garnished shield on cross fourchee, very fine and 

rare 1 

Crown, m.m. 2 on both sides, same type and legends as pre¬ 

ceding Crown, fine for issue and very rare 1 

Half Crown, m.m. 1, similar type to Crown, ivell preserved 

and rare 1 

Shillings (l), m. m. cross-crosslet, S', bird, very fine ; Irish type, 

rev. Harp crowned, 15-61 at sides; Sixpences (15), 1561, 

’67, ’68, ’69, ’70, ’71, ’72, ’73, ’78, ’80, ’84, ’89, 1601, ’02. 

and one in base metal (Irish), m. m. rose, obv. Bust crowned 

to left; rev. Harp crowned, between er crowned; Groat, 

m.m. cross-crosslet; Threepence, 1575 ; Half Groats 

(3), m.m. A crescent, woolpack ; Three Halfpenny, 1573 ; 

Pennies (4), m. m. lis, cross-crosslet, crescent; Halfpenny, 

m. m. key, some fine 30 

Portcuilis Half Dollar, m. m. annulet on both sides; obv. 

ELIZABETH . D ■ G ■ ANG ■ FRA ■ ET . HIBER ■ REGI., Square shield 

crowned between ER crowned ; rev. POSVI. DEVM. ADIVTOREM. 

mevm., Portcullis crowned, a fine round coin and rare 1 

Portcullis Eighth of Dollar, same type and m. m. as Half 

Dollar, but reading Elizabeth . d ■ g ■ an • fr • et . hi ■ regin, 

fine and rare 1 

MILLED COINAGE. 

Shilling, small size, m. m. star on both sides, obv. Bust of queen 

to left, crowned, embroidered dress, rev. plain square shield 

on cross fourchee ; Sixpences (6), 1562, with m.m. star, 

/K4 
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Lot 104—continued. 

small head, large rose, ornamental bodice ; as last, but with 

plain bodice; large head, small rose, ornamented bodice; 

1564, m. m. star ; 1567, m. m. lis ; 1568, in. m. lis ; Gpoat, 

m. m. star; Threepences (2), m. m. star, 1562 and 1564, 

the groat fine, the others well preserved 10 

105 Pattern Shilling, m.m. key on both sides ; obv. Elizabeth- 

d- G • ang. &c., Bust of queen to left crowned, ornamented 

dress, all within two inner circles, one beaded ; rev. posvi. 

<Szc., Square garnished shield on cross fourchee, two inner 

circles, one beaded, very well preserved and rare 1 

JAMES I. 

GrOLD. 

106 Rose Ryal, m. m. mullet on both sides; obv. iacobvs. d’g- 

mag • brit. Ac., King seated facing on throne, holding sceptre 

and orb, at his feet portcullis, around tressure ; rev. A. dno- 
factvm. &c., Royal shield on a large double rose, fine and 
rare 1 

107 Fiiceen Shilling Piece or Spur Ryal, m.m. trefoil on both 

sides ; obv. IACOBVS D : G : MAG : bri : FR : ET HI: REX., Lion 

sejant facing, crowned, holding sceptre in right paw and shield 

with left, in field xv ; rev. A dno : FACTVM EST istvd ET EST 

mirabile., Radiate rose on cross in centre, each limb ter¬ 

minating in a crowned lis, in each angle lion, above which 

crown, tressure of eight arches with pellet in each spandril, 

extremely fine and very rare 1 

108 Unite, m.m. pierced cinquefoil on both sides, obv. iacobvs. 

&c., Half-length figure of king to right crowned, in armour, 

sceptre in right hand, orb in left, rev. FACIAM. Ac., square 

garnished shield, crowned, between IR; Half Unite, m.m. 

pierced cinquefoil on both sides, obv. iacobvs. &c., Bust of 

king to right, crowned, rev. henricvs : ROSAS : regna : iaco¬ 
bvs., plain square shield, crowned, between I R ; Crown, 

m. m. lis on both sides, same type and legends as Half Unite, 

but with i r above shield; Half Crown, m.m. castle on 

both sides, obv. I ■ D ■ G • ROSA. &c., same type as Crown, rev. 

tveatvr. Ac., all fine but the last 4 

109 Unite, m. m. mullet on both sides, same type as Unite in last 

lot; Crown, m.m. shell; Half Crown, m.m. crescent, 

similar types to preceding coins, all fine 3 
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Laurel, m. on. star, obv. iacobvs. &c., Bust of king to left, 

laureate, in mantle and armour, behind xx, rev. FAClAM. &c., 

plain square shield on cross fieury, crown above; Half 

Laurei, m. m. trefoil, same type, x for value, rev. HENRIC : 

rosas. &c. ; Quarter Laurel, on. on. trefoil, the two first 

fine 3 

Laurel, on. m. rose, type and legends as last; Half Laurel, 

m. m. rose, similar to preceding ; Quarter Laurel, as last; 

Thistle Crown, on. m. rose, obv. I a • D ■ 6 • mag • br • f • et. 

h • rex., rose on stalk, crowned, between i R, rev. tveatvr . 

ynita . devs., thistle on stalk, crowned, between IR, all fine 4 

Unite (Scotch), first issue, m.m. thistle on both sides, obv. 

King’s bust to right, crowned and in armour richly dama¬ 

scened, sceptre in right hand, orb in left, rev. faciam. &c., 

square garnished shield crowned, i R at sides, Scottish lion 

in second quarter of shield, fine and very rare ; another, 

second issue, same m. m. type and legends, with lion in first 

and fourth quarters, well preserved and rare 2 

Silver. 

Crown, first coinage, m.m. thistle ; obv. IACOBVS. &c., King on 

horseback to right, sword in right hand, the housings de¬ 

corated with crowned rose; rev. exvrgat. devs. &c., square 

garnished shield, fine and rare 1 

Crown, second coinage, neat work, m. m. lis, same type as last, 

but reading q\le. devs. &c. on rev., fine and rare 1 

J /J~ 

£ A 
Crown, second coinage, m.m. trefoil, similar type to preceding, 

but rose and crown on housings are smaller, and there is 

more ground under horse, fine and rare 1 

Crown, second coinage, same m. m. type and legends as last, 

but with large plume over shield, very well preserved and' rare 1 

Half Crown, second coinage, m. m. lis, similar type to preceding 

Crown, but without plume over shield; Shilling, second 

issue, m. m. lis, the first fine, the last very fine 2 

Crown (Scotch), m.m. thistle, similar type to preceding, but 

with crowned thistle on housings, Scottish lion in second 

quarter of shield ; Half Crown, m.m. thistle, similar type 

to Crown, both well preserved 2 

Shillings, first issue, m. m. lis ; second issue (7), m. on, crown, 

lis, bell, thistle, scallop, rose ; Irish type, with crowned harp 

on rev. (2), m. m. rose and bell; Half Groats (4), crowned 

& 
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Lot 119—continued. 

thistle and rose type, m. in. rose, trefoil, scallop, thistle; 

crowned bust type (2), in. in. thistle and lis; Pennies, 

thistle and rose type (5), m. m. lis, key, rose, mullet; crowned 

bust (l), m.m. thistle; Halfpenny, thistle and rose type, 

some fine 32 

CHAKLES I. 

120 

121 
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Gold. 

Sovereign, m. m. lis, obv. carolvs. &c., Bust of king to left, a 

wearing double arched crown, ruff, mantle and collar of the 

Garter, rev. florent concordia regna., square garnished 

shield crowned, two inner circles on both sides, one plain, 

the other beaded; Half Sovereign, same m.m. and type, 

both fine 2 

Sovereign, m. m. upright anchor, obv. carolvs. &c., Bust of 

king to left crowned, wearing ruff, armour and mantle tied 

on shoulder, rev. florent. &c., square garnished shield 

crowned, beaded inner circle on both sides; Half Sove¬ 
reign, m. m. upright anchor on obv., prostrate anchor on 

rev., same type as Sovereign, but no inner circle on obv., 

both fine 2 

Sovereign, m. m. castle on obv., castle over negro’s head on rev., 

same type as last; Half Sovereign, in. in. castle, same type * 

as Sovereign, both fine 2 

Sovereign, in. in. plume, obv. as last; rev. Oval garnished shield 

crowned between c R, plain inner circle within beaded one, 

extremely fine 1 

Sovereign, m. in. star ; obv. Bust with falling lace collar, all 

within beaded circle ; rev. Oval shield, crowned, between 

C R crowned, very fine 1 

Sovereign, by Briot, obv. in. in. flower and small B; rev. b 

only ; obv. CAROLVS. &c., Bust of king to left, crowned, in 

lace collar, armour and mantle, behind XX; rev. florent. 

&c., square shield, garnished and crowned, between c R 

crowned, very fine and rare 1 

Sovereign (Scotch), by Briot, in. in. thistle and small b ; obv. 

Half-length figure of king to right, crowned and in armour, 

elaborately decorated, holding sceptre and orb; rev. no m. m. 

His PPwESVM VT prosim, plain shield of arms crowned, between 

C R crowned, the arms of Scotland in first and fourth 

quarters, very fine and rare 1 
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Sovereign (Oxford), 1642, no m. on. on either side; obv. 
CAROLVS. &c., half-length figure of king to left, crowned, 

holding sword and olive branch, behind, xx ; rev. EXVRGAT : 

DEVS : DISSIPENTVR : INIMICI: the declaration, RELIG : PROT : 

LEG ANG : LIBER : PAR, in two wavy lines across field ; above 

three plumes, below 1642, well preserved and rare 1 

Sovereign (Oxford), 1643, m. m. plume on obv. only; obv. 
CAROLVS. &c. bust of king to left, crowned, holding upright 

sword and olive branch, behind xx ; rev. exvrgat. &c., the 

declaration in three wavy lines on continuous scroll, three 

plumes above, 1643 below, fine and rare 1 

Angel, m. m. upright anchor ; obv. CAROLVS. &c., St. Michael 

spearing the dragon ; rev. AMOR. POPVLI. &c., ship with large 

sail decorated with royal arms; Crowns (3), m. m. port¬ 

cullis, triangle, crown; all well preserved, the Angel pierced 
as usual 4 

A/o 
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Pound Piece, Oxford mint, 1642, m. m. plume on obv., seven 

pellets on rev. ; obv. CAROLVS : D : G : MAGNI: BRITAN 1: FRAN : 

ET. hib : rex., king on horseback to left, holding upright 

sword and riding over arms and cannon, behind plume ; 

rev. exvrgat : devs : dissipentvr : INIMICI., the declaration 

in two lines across field, RELIG. prot. leg. angli liber par, 

three plumes and xx above, 1642 below, very fine and rare 1 

Pound Piece (Oxford), 1642, same on. on., type, &c., as the 

preceding coin, but beneath arms on obv. the ground is 

chequered, and the legend reads brit : for britani, a very 

good coin and extremely rare 1 

Pound Piece, Shrewsbury mint, on. on. five pellets on both 
sides ; obv. CAROLVS : D : G : MAG • BRIT : FRA : ET : HIB : REX., 

king on horseback to left, no ground under horse, behind, 
plume ; rev. EXVRGAT. &c., the declaration in two lines, 
above, xx and three plumes, below, 1642, extra rare type 
and fine 2 

Pound Piece, Shrewsbury, 1642, obv. carolvs, &c., small 
figure of king on horseback to left, arms under horse ; rev. 
EXVRGAT: DEVS. &c., the declaration in two lines, above, xx 
and three plumes, below, 1642, fine and rare l 

Half Pound Piece, Oxford mint, 1643, on. on. plume, same 
type as first Pound Piece ; obv. CAROLVS : D : G : MAGN : brit. 

&c., arms under horse; rev. same type as first Pound, but 
date 1643, fine and o'ao'e 1 
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Half Pound Piece, Oxford, 1642, same type and legends as > 

last, but date 1642, well preserved and rare 1 ^ 

Half Pound Piece, Shrewsbury, 1642, obv. on. on. nine pellets, 

same type as Pound Piece, with no ground under horse, large 

plume behind king; rev. the declaration in small letters, x 

and three plumes above, 1642 below, ivell preserved and 

very rare 1 

Half Pound Piece, Shrewsbury, 1642, on. on. plume, reads ^ 

Hi for hie, king on horse, arms below, no plume behind king; 

rev. usual legend and declaration, x and three plumes above, 

1642 below, fairly preserved and rare 1 

Crown, 1642, with Shrewsbury obv. and Oxford rev., no on. on.; . 

obv. carolvs. &c., king on horseback to left, holding sword, 

plume behind, plain line under horse; o'ev. exvrgat. &c., 

the declaration, with V and three plumes above, 1642 below, 

fine and rare 1 

Crown, Exeter mint, on. on. castle; obv. carolvs. &c., king, 

nearly full-faced, on horseback ; o'ev. CHRISTO : AVSPICE : r 

REGNO. 1645, oval garnished shield, well preseo'ved 1 

Crown (Scotch), by Briot, on. on. thistle and small B on both 

sides ; obv. King on horseback to left; rev. qvbe DEVS. &c., 

square shield crowned; Half Crown, similar type; both 

ivell preseo'ved 2 

Half Crowns, Tower mint (9), on. on. portcullis, star, horizontal / 

anchor, crown, bell, sceptre, P. in circle, sun, triangle Iw/y 

circle, some fine, but faultily struck as usual 9 

Half Crown, by Briot, on. on. anchor and small B; obv. CARO¬ 

LVS. &c., king on horseback to left, upright sword in right 

hand, ground under horse; rev. CHRISTO. &c., oval garnished 

shield, crowned, between c R, both crowned, veonj fine and 

rare 1 

Half Crown, 1644, Bristol mint, no on. on.-, obv. king on horse¬ 

back to left, holding upright sword, Br (mou.) under horse, 

small plume behind king; O'ev. the declaration in two lines, 

above, three plumes, below 1644 and monogram Br, fine 

for issue, and rare 1 

Half C pown, 1644, Bristol mint, on. on. plume on obv. Br (mon.) 

on rev. same type as last, but no monogram under horse or 

date on rev., fine and rare 1 

Half Crown, Chester mint, on. on. a gerb placed horizontally 

between four pellets on obv. and rev., king on horseback to * 

left, sword in right hand ; rev. CHRISTO. &c., oval garnished 

shield, crowned, fine for issue, and very rare 1 
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Half Crown, Exeter mint, m. m. rose, king on horseback to 

left, nearly full-faced, holding sword, no ground under horse: 

rev. oval garnished shield, king and horse very well struck, 

in mint state 1 

Half Crown, Exeter mint, m. m. rose, king on horseback to 

left, nearly full-faced, sword in right hand, no ground under 

horse; rev. oblong garnished shield, with c R at sides, very 

ivell preserved, and of neat work, very rare 1 

Half Crown, Oxford mint, 1642, obv. king on horseback to 

left, holding sword, no ground under horse, plume behind 

king; rev. the declaration in two lines, three plumes above, 

1642 below'; another, m. m. plume, same type as preceding, 

but date 1643 ; both fine and rare 2 

Half Crown, Oxford mint, 1644, obv. usual type, small figure 

of king, horse smaller, ground below; rev. similar to pre¬ 

ceding, but date 1644, with ox below ; another, 1646, m.m. 

plume, with larger horse, rev. as preceding, but date 1646, 

belowg ox ; both fine, but very badly struck 2 

Half Crown, Shrewsbury mint, 1642, m. m. six pellets on obv. 

only, king on horseback holding long sword, which pierces 

inner circle, no ground under horse, behind king large 

plume ; rev. the declaration in two lines, above, three plumes, 

below', 1642, very fine for issue, and very rare 1 
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Half Crown, York mint, m.m. lion on both sides, obv. King 

on horseback holding sword, which pierces inner circle, nofit 

ground under horse; rev. Christo. &c., round garnished 

shield, well preserved and very rare 1 

Half Crown, York mint, m. in. lion on both sides, obv. King 

on tall spirited horse, ebor below, rev. round garnished ° 

shield, crowned ; another, of base metal type, both fine 2 

Half Crown, York mint, in. in. lion on both sides, obv. type as 

first coin in preceding lot; rev. oval garnished shield, crowned. 

C R at sides, both crowned, a small flower between each word 

in legend, fine and rare 1 

Half Crown, York mint, same m. in. and type as preceding, but 

with large flower between words of rev. legend, extremely 

fine and rare 1 

Shillings, Tower mint (10), m.m. bell, portcullis, sceptre, 

triangle, crown, harp, sun, triangle in circle, tun, horizontal / 

anchor; Sixpence, in. in. tun, some good, coins 11 

Shilling, Oxford mint, in. in. plume, rev. the declaration in three 

lines, above three plumes, below 1643 ; another, similar, 

but date 1644, below ox ; Sixpence, Oxford mint, in. in. 

open book on obv., Bust of King crowned to left, plume in 

front, VI behind, rev. similar type to first Shilling, but date 

1642 ; another, similar type, but plumes without bands, and 

date 1643; Sixpence, Bristol mint, m.m. b on obv. only, 

rev. the declaration in three lines, above double scroll orna¬ 

ment and three plumes, below plain line and date 1646, some 

fine and rare 5 

G noat, Oxford mint, m. in. plume on obv. only, similar type to 

preceding Sixpences, but with mi for value, date on rev. * 

1644, with OX below; another, with larger bust of King 

dividing legend, no plume before face, rev. the declaration 

between scroll lines, above large plume, below 1645, not fine : 

another, m. in. plume, with declaration, double scroll orna¬ 

ment and three pinnies above, plain line and date 1646 be¬ 

low ; Groats (2), Aberystwith mint, m. m. open book on 
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both sides, usual type, with oval garnished shield and small 

plume above ; the other as last, but with larger bust, the 

158 

160 

first fine, the last three very fine 5 

Sixpence, Briot’s coinage, in. in. flower and small B on obv. only, 

obv. Bust of King crowned to left, behind VI, rev. Shield on 

long cross fleury ; another, in. m. anchor and small flower on 

obv., anchor on rev., similar type to last, but larger bust; 

Half Groat, similar to first Sixpence, ii for value behind 

bust, small B below ; Penny, similar type, but on obv. bust 

divides legend, which commences below, I for value ; Pat¬ 

tern Half Groat, obv. Bust of King to right in ruff, head 

bare, rev. OC interlinked, crown above, b beneath, all fine 5 

Threepence, Oxford mint, in. in. lis, obv. Bust to left crowned, 

behind ill, rev. the declaration in three lines, above three 

plumes, below 1644 ; another, similar type, but date 1646, 

the last 6 struck over 4 ; another, of York mint, in. in. lion, 

obv. Bust to left crowned, in behind, rev. square top shield 

on cross fleury, above ebor ; another, of Aberystwith mint, 

in. m. open book, usual type; Half Groat, of Tower mint, 

in. in. upright anchor; another, of rose type, in. in. lis; 

others (2,), of Aberystwith mint, rev. large plume ; Pennies, 

Tower mint (2), in. in. harp and portcullis; Halfpennies 

(4), rose type, mostly fine, some rare 14 

Pattern Threepence, m.m. bell on both sides, obv. carolvs. 

&c., Bust of King to left crowned, rose behind ; rev. SALVS. 

&c., oval garnished shield, 16-34 above, fine and rare 1 

SIEGE PIECES. 

So* 

x^'yv 

161 Colchester Two-Shilling, octagonal, obv. representation of 

a castle in incuse, around Carolj For tuna resergum; rev. 

incuse of obv., very fine and extremely rare 1 

462 Newark Half Crown, 1646, lozenge shape, obv. large crown 

between c R, xxx below for value, rev. obs. NEWARK. 1646, 

in three lines ; Shillings (2), 1645, 1646, same type as Half 

Crown, but xn for value, the first two well preserved, the last 

fine 3 

162* Newark Ninepence, and Sixpence, 1646, both fine 2 

163 Pontefract Shilling (Bud, xxix, 10), octagonal shape, obv. 

DVM : SPIRO : SPERO, C. R with crown above ; rev. Castle with 

flag in central tower, obs to left, P c above, on right, hand 

holding sword, below 1648, well preserved and rare 1 
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164 Pontefract Shilling (Rud. xxix, 11), lozenge shape, obv. 

similar to preceding coin ; rev. Castle with Hag in central 

tower, obs to left, pc XII to right, 1648 below, very fine 

and rare 1 

105 Pontefract Shilling, same type as last, struck on a smaller 

flan, well preserved and rare 1 

166 Pontefract Shilling (Rud. xxix, 12), octagonal shape, obv. 

same type as preceding; rev. CAROLVS : SECVNDVS : 1648., 

Castle with flag in central tower, OBS to left, cannon from 

right side, well preserved but pierced, very rare 1 

16/ Pontefract Shilling (Rud. xxix, 13), octagonal shape, obv. 

carol : II : D : G : &c., Crown above legend in three lines, 

HANC : DEVS : DEDIT 1648; rev. post : MORTEM : PATRIS : 

PRO : filio, Castle with flag in central tower, OBS on left, 

P c above, cannon to right from side, very fine and very rare 1 

168 Cork Sixpence, octagonal, obv. cork. 1647, in two lines 

within beaded circle ; rev. vi for value within circle, fine for 
■issue, and rare 1 

169 Inchiquin Crown, irregular shape, obv. 19 : dwts : 8. grs. in 

two lines within two beaded circles ; rev. same type, fine 
and rare \ 

170 Inchiquin Half Crown, irregular shape, same type as pre¬ 

ceding Crown, but with 9 : dwts. 16 grs for value on both 
sides, fine and rare \ 

171 Inchiquin Crown, irregular shape, obv. Vs within two circles, 

the inner one plain, the other beaded; rev. same type, fine 
and rare i 

172 Inchiquin Shilling, irregular shape, 3:dwts 21 grs on both 

sides within three beaded circles, well preser ved and very rare 1 

173 Ormond Crown, obv. c. r. under a large crown within double 
s 

border, the outer one beaded, rev. large V in centre, within 

border as on obv.; Half Crown, same type as Crown, but 

with ii. vi. for value ; Shilling, Sixpence, Groat, 

Threepence, and Twopence, similar types to Crown, 
D D D D D 

but with respective values, xii. vi. mi. iii. ii., all fine, 
the last very rare 7 

174 Ormond Crown, Half Crown, Shilling, Sixpence, 

Groat, Threepence, and Twopence, similar to pre¬ 

ceding, but the first four coins are from different dies, not 
quite so fine a set as last 7 
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COMMONWEALTH. 

Gold. 

Unite, or Twenty Shillings, 1653, in. m. sun, obv. the. 

commonwealth, of. England., Shield of St. George within 

wreath of palm and laurel; rev. GOD. with. VS. 1653., 

Shield of St. George and Ireland, • xx • above for value, 

very fine and rare 1 

Half Unite, or Ten Shillings, 1651, same m.m. and type 

as Unite, but mark of value . x . above shields on rev., date 

1651, very fine and rare 1 

Half Unite, or Ten Shillings, 1652, same in. m. and type as 

preceding, very fine, and extra rare date 1 

Crown, or Five Shillings, 1650, m. m. sun, same type as pre¬ 

ceding, but .v. over shields for value, fine and rare 1 

Silver. 

Crown, 1652, in. in. sun, same type and legends as on gold 

coins, with .v. for value above shields, fine, and a scarce 

date 1 

Crown, 1656, same in. in. and type as preceding, a very fine 

coin, and neatly struck 1 

Crown, 1656, same as last, but the sixes in date are larger, 

and the work is not so good, fine and rare 1 

Half Crowns (2), 1653 and 1654, similar type to Crowns, but 

with II. vi. above shields for value; Shilling, 1651, usual 

type, with xn. for value; another, 1658, m. in. upright 

anchor, usual type ; Sixpences (2), 1651, 1656, as Shillings, 

but with vi. for value ; Twopence and Penny with marks 

of value, but no legends; Halfpennies (2), all fine, the 

1658 shilling extremely rare 10 

Pattern Half Crown, 1651, by Blondeau, m.m. sun; obv. 

THE. COMMONWEALTH, of. England., Shield of St. George 

within wreath of palm and laurel; rev. GOD. with. VS. 1651., 

Shields of St. George and Ireland ; above, II. vi; edge in¬ 

scribed TRVTH. AND. PEACE. 1651 PETRVS. BLONDvEUS. 

INVENTOR. FECIT, (branch before and after engraver’s name), 

very well preserved and extremely rare 1 

Pattern Half Crown, 1651, by Blondeau, same in. in. and 

type as preceding coin, but edge inscribed in. the. third. 

YE ARE. OF. FREEDOME. BY. GODS. BLESSING. RESTORED. 1651, 

very well preserved and extremely rare l 
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Pattern Shilling, 1651, by Blondeau, same m. in. type and 

legends as the Half Crowns, but mark of value, xn; edge 

milled, fine and very rare 

Pattern Sixpence, 1651, by Blondeau, same m. m. type and 

legends as on Half Crown, but mark of value VI; edge 

milled, very fine and very rare 1 

CROMWELL. 

Silver. 

187 Crown, 1658, by Simon, obv. olivar. d. g. r. p. ang. sco. hie. 

&c. pro., Bust to left, laureate and draped ; rev. pax. qvhs- 

Ritvr. BELLO 1658., square garnished shield of the Protector, 

crowned ; edge inscribed has. nisi, peritvrvs. mihi. adimat. 

nemo, with very slight indication of flaw, very fine and rare 1 

188 Crown, 1658, by Simon, type and legends as preceding Crown, 

but flaw more visible, very fine and rare 1 

189 Half Crown, 1658, by Simon, same type and legends as pre- / 

ceding Crowns, extremely fine and rare l /Vi^Y 

190 Shilling, 1658, by Simon, similar to Half Crown, but edge / 

milled, very fine and rare 1 /flj 

191 Shilling, 1658, same as last, very fine and rare 1 

192 Pattern Ninepence, 1658, by Tanner, same type and legends ^ ^ 

as the Crown by Simon, but without &c. after hie. in obv. 

legend ; edge plain, extremely fine and very rare 1 

CHARLES II. 

HAMMERED COINAGE. 

Gold. 

193 Unite or Twenty Shillings, by Simon, m. m. crown, obv. t 

carolvs. II. D. G. &c., Bust of king to left, laureate, hair 

long, in armour and mantle; xx. behind head for value ; 

rev. FLORENT. CONCORDIA, regna., oval garnished shield, 

crowned, between c R, very fine and rare 1 

194 Half Unite or Ten Shillings, same type and legends as 

Unite, but with x. behind king’s head for value, well pre^^ 

served and rare 1 

195 Crown or Five Shillings, similar m.m. type and legends to 

preceding coin, but with V. for value, and reading fr. for 

fran, fine and very rare iT4 

i-i. 
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Silver. 

Half Crown, third issue, m. m. crown on both sides ; Bust of 

king to left, crowned ; xxx. for value behind head, beaded 

inner circle on both sides; rev. CHRISTO, &c., plain square 

shield on cross fieury; Sixpence, first issue, similar type, 

but without mark of value or inner circle; Fourpence, 

Threepence, Twopence and Penny of third issue, the 

first well preserved, the others fine 6 

MILLED COINAGE. 

Gold. 

Five Guineas, 1684, obv. carolvs. ii. &c., large bust of king 

to right, truncation rounded, no love-lock; rev. four shields 

crowned in form of cross, sceptre in each angle, four c’s 

interlinked in centre, edge reading ends VICESIMO, fine 1 

Two Guineas, 1664, small bust of king, truncation pointed, 

love-lock, elephant under bust, edge milled, obv. well pre¬ 

served, rev. fine 1 

Two Guineas, 1681, type and legends as Five Guineas, edge 

milled, fine 1 

Guinea, 1676, same type as Five Guineas, milled edge; Half 

Guinea, 1679, same type as Guinea, the first fine, the last 

well preserved 2 

Guinea, 1677 ; Half Guineas (2), 1680, 1684, the first coin 

fine, the second well preserved 3 

Silver. 

Crown, 1666, obv. usual type with elephant under bust; 

another, of same date without elephant, edge reading ANNO. 

regni. xviil ; another, 1679, edge reading ends TRICESIMO. 

prima, the two first fairly preserved and rare, the last fine 3 

Half Crown, 1664, usual type, edge reading ends xvi, very 

fine 1 

Half Crown, 1668, usual type, vicesimo on edge; another, 

1681, with elephant and castle under bust, TRICESIMO. 

tertio on edge, both fairly preserved and extremely rare 2 

Shillings, 1673, usual type, with plume under bust and in 

centre of rev., edge with diagonal milling; another, dated 

1674, same type in all respects, both fine and rare 2 

Shilling, 1663, edge milled with straight lines ; another, 1679, 

edge milled diagonally ; Sixpences (7), 1674, ’75, 77, 79, 

;81, '82, ;83; Maundy Set, all fine or very fine 13 

A A 
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JAMES II. 

Gold. 

Two Guineas, 1687, obv. iacobvs. ii. &c., Bust of king to 

left, laureate, hair long, no drapery; rev. MAG. BR. FRA. &c. 

1687, four shields in form of cross, sceptre in each angle, 

edge milled, fine and rare 1 

Guinea, 1687, same type and legends as Two Guineas ; Half 
Guinea, 1688, the first extremely fine, the last well preserved 2 

Silver. 

Crowns (2), 1686, 1687, usual type ; Half Crowns (2), 1685, 

1688; Shilling, 1685; Sixpences (3), 1686, ’87, ’88; 

Maundy Set, all fine or very fine except first Crown 12 

Z S 

WILLIAM AND MARY. 

Gold. 

210 Five Guineas, 1694, obv. gvlielmvs. et. maria. &c., Busts 

conjoined to right, without elephant and castle under busts; 

rev. MAG. br. fr., &c., 1694, square garnished shield, crowned, 

edge reading ends SEXTO, this variety not in Kenyon, fine 1 

211 Two Guineas, 1694, same type as preceding coin, edge milled, 

very well preserved' 1 

212 Guinea, 1690, usual type; Half Guinea, 1691, the first ex¬ 

tremely fine, the last well preserved 2 

//f 

Silver. 

213 Crown, 1692, obv. Busts conjoined to right, rev. Four shields 

in form of a cross, in centre arms of Nassau, around it 1692, 

w and M interlinked in each angle, edge reading ends QVINTO; 

Half Crown, 1693, same type as Crown, with qvinto on 

edge; Shilling, 1691; Sixpence, 1691; Maundy Set, 

the Croivn and Shilling barely fine, the others very fine 8 

WILLIAM III. 

Gold. 

214 Five Guineas, 1700, obv. Small bust of king to right; rev. 

Four shields in form of a cross, shield of Nassau in centre, 

sceptre in each angle, edge reading ends, dvodecimo, fine 1 
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Five Guineas, 1701, obv. Large bust of king to right, with long 

hair, lovelock over shoulder; rev. same as preceding coin, 

very fine 1 

Guinea, 1700, obv. and rev. similar to first Five Guineas, edge 

milled; Half Guinea, 1695, similar type to Guinea, the first 

very fine, the last well 'preserved 2 

Silver. 

Crown, 1695, usual type, with curved breastplate; Half 

Crowns (3), 1698, 1700, 1701 ; Shillings (4), 1697, 1699, 

1700, 1701 ; Sixpences (6), 1696 (2), 1697(2), 1698, 1700, 

Maundy Set, the Crown 1695 and Half Crowns 1700-1 

fine, the others very fine 18 

Half Crowns, Provincial mints (4), Bristol, 1697, Exeter, 

1696, Norwich, 1696, very fine, York, 1697 ; Shillings (6), 

Bristol, 1696, 7, Chester, 1696, 7, Exeter, 1696, 7 ; Six¬ 

pences (9), Bristol, 1696, 7, Chester, 1696, 7, Exeter, 

1697, Norwich, 1696, 7, York(y), 1696, 7, mostly very fine 19 

//O 

ANNE. 

Gold. 

Two Guineas, 1709, Bust of queen to left; rev. Shields of 

arms in form of a cross, star of the garter in centre, edge 

milled, very fine 1 

Two Guineas, 1714, same as last, fine 1 

Guinea, 1714, usual type, extremely fine 1 

Guinea, 1708, usual type, with elephant and castle under bust; 

Half Guinea, 1714, both well preserved, the Guinea very 

rare 2 

Silver. 

Crown, Half Crown, Shilling and Sixpence, 1703, all with 

vigo. under bust, a fine set 4 

Crown, 1708, with plume in each angle of cross ; another of 

1713, with roses and plumes, both fine 2 

Half Crowns (6), 1707, 74, with roses and plumes, 1708, with 

E under bust, 1707, ’8, 73, with plain angles ; Shillings (8), 

1702, with VIGO, under bust, 1708, ’9, 71, with plain angles, 

1708, with E* under bust, 1710, 72, 74, with roses and 

plumes; Sixpences (3), 1705, plumes, 1708, e* , 1711, 

plain angles; Maundy Set, mostly very fine 21 
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GEORGE I. 

Gold. 

Two Guineas, 1720, obv. Bust of king to right laureate ; 

BRYN. et. L. dvx. &c., four shields crowned in form 
rev. 

of a 
cross, sceptre in each angle of cross, edge milled, very fine 
and rare 2 

Two Guineas, 1726, same type as preceding coin, fine and 
rare 

Guinea, 1i14, similar to Two Guineas, but the bust is in higher 

relief and there is a greater profusion of hair ; the rev. legend 

ends pr. el (Prince Elector), very fine and rare 1 
Guinea, 1715, same type as Two Guineas; Half Guinea, 

1723, both very fine 2 

Silver. 

Crown, 1716, obv. usual type, rev. roses and plumes in angles of 

cross ; Half Crown, 1715, same type, both very fine 2 
Crown and Half Crown, 1720, both with roses and plumes 

in angles, very fine 2 

Crown, 1723, obv. similar to preceding; rev. ss c in angles of 

cross, very fine 1 

Half Crown, 1717, roses and plumes; Shillings (8), 1717, 
’18, ’20, ’23, ’25, all with roses and plumes, 1720, plain, 1723, 

two varieties of bust, with ss.c in angles ; Sixpences (2), 
1723, ss.c; Maundy Threepence, Twopence and 

Penny, the Shillings of 1717 and 1720 (2) fine, the rest 
very fine \ 4 

GEORGE II. 

Gold. 

Young head. Five Guineas, 1729, Bust of king to left, with 

E.l.c. below ; rev. Shield of arms crowned, fine 1 

Two Guineas, 1738, similar type to Five Guineas, but without 

E.l.c. very fine 1 

Guinea, 1738, same type as last coin; Half Guinea, 1730, 
same as Guinea, the first very fine, the last fair 2 

Old head. Five Guineas, 1753, with hair falling on both 

shoulders ; rev. o\Tal garnished shield of arms crowned, fine 1 

Two Guineas, 1739, intermediate head, same type as Five 

Guineas, very fine 1 

Two Guineas, 1740, same as last, fine 1 

Guinea, 1747, same type as preceding but older head; Half 

Guinea, 1758 similar, the first very fine, the last fine 2 

Guinea and Half Guinea, 1759,the first very fine, the last fine 2 241 
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Silver. 

Young head. Crown, 1735, usual type, with roses and plumes, 

very well preserved; Half Crowns (2), 1732, roses and 

plumes, 1739, roses, well preserved; Shillings (8), 1727, 

plumes, 1731, ’32, ’35, 36, ’37, all with roses and plumes, 

1739, 1741, roses; Sixpences (6), 1728, plain, 1728, 

plumes, 1728, ’32, roses and plumes, 1739, ’41, roses; 

Maundy Set, 1746, mostly very fine 21 

Old head. Crown, 1743, very fine; Shillings (2), 1743, 1747, 

very fine ; Sixpence, 1745, all with roses in angles 4 

Crown, 1746; Half Crown, 1746; Shilling, 1745; Six¬ 
pence, 1746, all with lima, under bust, a very fine set 4 

Crown, 1750; Half Crowns (2), 1750, ’51; Shilling, 1750, 

all scarce ; Sixpence, 1758, all with plain angles, the Crown 

well preserved, the others very fine 5 

247 

PATTERNS. 

Pattern Crown, 1746, obv. Bust of king to left laureate, in 

armour ornamented with lion’s head ; rev. Four shields in 

form of a cross, angles plain, edge inscription ends VICESIMO, 

extremely fine and scarce 1 

Pattern Half Crown, Shilling, and Sixpence, same type 

and date as Crown, the last two have milled edges, all 

extremely fine 3 

GEORGE III. 
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Gold. 

Guinea, 1777, obv. Bust of king to right; rev. Oval garnished 

shield ; another, 1785, same type ; both very fine 2 

249 

250 

Silver. 

Crowns (2), 1818, ’19; Half Crowns, first issue, 1817, 

second issue (3), 1817, ’18, ’19 ; Shillings, 1763 (Northum¬ 

berland), 1787 (2), with and without dot over head, others, 

by Wyon (4), 1816, ’17, ’19, ’20 ; Sixpence, 1787, others, 

by Wyon (5), 1816 (2), 1817, ’18, ’20; Maundy Sets (4), 

1772, 1792 (wire money), rare,, 1795, 1818, all in mint 

state 35 

PROOFS AND PATTERNS. 

Gold. 

Proof Guinea, 1774, by Dingo, Bust to right, laureate, hair 

long, curling below truncation; rev. Oval garnished shield, 

crowned, edge plain, extremely fine and scarce \ 
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Proof Sovereign, 1817, by Pistrueci, rev. St. George within 

the garter; Pattern Seven Shilling Piece, 1776, bK 

Yeo, obv. georgivs. nr. del gratia., bust of king to right, 

laureate, hair long, curling below truncation ; rev. MAG. BRI. 

fr. et. hib. rex. 1776, lion crowned, standing on a large 

crown, edge plain ; both brilliant and rare 2 

Silver. 

Pattern Crown (undated), by Mills and Mudie, obv. georgivs. 

III. DEI. GRATIA., bust of king, laureate, to right, the artist’s 

initials beneath ; rev. (no legend), four shields cruciformly 

arranged, with rose, shamrock, Hanoverian horse, and thistle 

in the angles, in the centre St. George and dragon within 

the garter, edge plain, extremely fine and rare 1 

Pattern Crown, as last, not quite so fine 1 

Pattern Shilling, 1778, by Yeo, obv. Bust in armour to right; 

rev. Four shields in form of cross, angles plain, edge plain ; 

Proof Shilling and Sixpence, 1787, by Dingo, plain 

edges ; all extremely fine 3 

'oo 
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GEORGE IY. 

Gold. 

Two Pound Piece, 1823, by Merlin and Pistrueci, obv. Bust 

of king to left; rev. St. George and the dragon ; date 1823 

in exergue, extremely fine 1 

Silver. 

Crowns (2), 1821 (secvndo), 1822 (tertio) ; Half Crowns' 
(5), 1820, ’21, first issue, 1823, second issue, 1825,’26, third 

issue; Shillings (4) 1821, first type, 1824, second type, 

1825, ’26, third type (bon on crown); Sixpences (3), 1821, 

first issue, 1824,’25, second issue; Maundy Sets (2), 

1822, 1828, all in mint state 22 

PROOFS and patterns. 

Gold. 

Pattern Two Pound Piece, 1826, by Wyon, obv. georgivs. iv, 

dei. gratia., bare head of king to left, 1826 below; rev 

Shield of arms on mantle, crowned ; edge reading ends 

septimo, brilliant and rare 1 

Proof Sovereign and Half Sovereign, 1826, by Wyon, rev. 

Garnished shield of arms, crowned, milled edges, both 

brilliant 2 
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Proof Sovereign, 1825, type as last; another, 1826, same 

type ; the first rare, both brilliant 2 

Silver. 

A A 
Pattern Crown, 1825, by Wyon, obv. Bare head of king to 

left, 1825 below; rev. Shield of arms crowned and profusely 

ornamented, diev. et. mon. droit, on scroll below, plain 

edge, extremely fine and very rare 1 

Proof Half Crown, 1826, by Wyon, same type as on preced¬ 

ing Crown ; Proof Shilling and Sixpence, 1826, rev. 

Lion on crown ; Shilling, 1825, same type; all with milled 

edges, all brilliant 4 

Fullarton Half Crown, Shilling P and Sixpence, all in 

brilliant condition 3 

WILLIAM IV. 

Silver. 

Half Crown, 1836; Shillings (2), 1834, ’36; Sixpences 

(3), 1831, ’34,’35; Maundy Sets (4), 1831, ’32, ’34, ’37 ; 

all in mint state but Half Crown 22 

PROOFS AND PATTERNS. 

Gold. 

Pattern Two Pound Piece, 1831, by Wyon, Bust of king 

to right, bareheaded ; rev. Shield of arms displayed on 

mantle, crowned, within collar of the garter, with pendant 

St. George, anno. 1831. below; plain edge, brilliant and 

rare 1 

Proof Sovereign and Ha.lf Sovereign, 1831, usual type, 

plain edges, both brilliant 2 

Silver. 

Pattern Crown, 1831, by Wyon, obv. Bust of king bareheaded 

to right; rev. Shield of arms displayed on mantle, crowned, 

within collar of the garter, with pendant St. George, ANNO. 

1831. below ; plain edge, extremely fine and rare 1 

VICTORIA 

Silver. 

Crowns (2), 1845, ’47; Four Shillings, 1887; Half Crowns 

(12), 1840, ’42, ’44, ’45, ’74, ’75, ’78, ’79, ’83, ’84, ’85, ’86 ; 

Florins (7), 1849, ’58, ’71, ’72, ’75, ’79, ’87, all in mint 

state 22 
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268 Shillings (23), 1839, ’42, ’43, ’45,’46,’53,’56,’58,’65,’68, 

’71, 72, 75, 77, 78, 79, ’80, ’83, ’84, ’85, ’86, ’87 (twc 

varieties) ; Sixpences (14), 1853, ’59, ’65, ’66, ’67, 75, 77* 

’80, ’81, ’83, ’86, ’87, ’89, ’90, all in mint state 37 

269 Maundy Sets (15), 1839, ’40, ’41, ’42, ’43, ’44, ’61, ’88 (the 

3d. ’87), ’89, ’90, ’91, ’92, ’93, ’98, ’99, all in mint state 60 

270 Maundy Money, from Charles II to George I inclusive, all 

different, many fine 101 

271 Others, from George II to William IV inclusive, all different, 

all in mint state 103 

272 Others, Victoria, all different, in mint condition 85 

PROOFS AND PATTERNS. 

Gold. 

Sovereign and Half Sovereign, 1839, usual type, plain 

edges, both brilliant 2 

Proof Sovereign, 1871, rev. St. George and the dragon, 

1871 below, plain edge 1 

Silver. 

Proof Gothic Crown, 1847, with inscribed edge; another, 

same date, with plain edge, both extremely fine 2 

Proof Half Crown, 1839; Shilling, 1853; Sixpences (2), 

1839,’53; Britannia Groat, 1839 ; Maundy Set, 1839, 

all brilliant 9 

Pattern Pennies, 1860, by Moore, obv. victoria qveen, Bust 

to left within beaded circle, 1860 below, rev. Britannia seated 

to left, trident in right hand, olive branch in left, above 

GREAT. BRITAIN, below one. penny ; another, obv. same as 

last, rev. Britannia seated to right, holding trident and olive 

branch, around GREAT. BRITAIN. AND. IRELAND. 1® ; another, 

obv. as preceding, rev. as last, but legend one. penny. 1860, 

incuse letters, all have plain edges, extremely fine, and rare 

in silver 3 

BANK TOKENS, &c. 

Silver. Countermarked Dollars, with oval stamp (4), 1781, 

’91, ’94, ’95 {one plated'); Half Dollar, 1792; Three- 

shilling Pieces (5), 1811, ’12, ’13, ’14, ’15; One and 

Sixpence (6), 1811 (3), 1813, ’14, ’15 ; Tenpence(3), 
1813 (2), 1805 (Irish); Fivepence (2), 1805, 1806 (Irish), 

all but Dollars and Half Dollar in mint state 21 
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Shillings (30), Dublin, Andover, Bilston, Blandford, Bradford, 

Brecknock, Bridlington (2 varied), Bristol (5 varied), Chelten¬ 

ham, Fazeley, Flintshire, Frome, Gloucester (2 varied), 

Hampshire, High Wycombe, Leeds, Leicester, Lincoln, Marl¬ 

borough, Nantwich, Newark, Newcastle, Shaftesbury (2 

varied), mostly very fine 30 

Shillings (12), Sheffield (4 varied), Stockport, Stockton, 

Whitby, Worcester, Yarmouth (3 varied), York; Sixpences 

(16), Bilston, Bristol (2 varied), Doncaster, Fazeley, Hamp¬ 

shire, Hull, Leicester, London, Marlborough, Poole, Scar¬ 

borough, Shaftesbury, York, Not Local (2); Eighteen- 

pence (3), Hull, Peterborough, London, mostly v&i'y fine 31 

Isle of Man, Proofs, in silver, of Penny, and Halfpenny, 1733, 

both extremely fine and rare 2 

Bronze and Copper. 

Pattern Halfpennies, Charles II (2), obv. a three-masted 

ship, rev. St. Michael piercing the dragon, one has brass rim; 

another, with bust of King ; rev. qvatvor, &c., Britannia 

seated to left; Farthing, similar, but with date 1665 below 

bust; Pattern Halfpenny, William and Mary, 1694, 

similar to current Halfpenny, but larger ; another, obv. Bust 

of Kin g, rev. Bust of Queen, fairly well preserved 6 

Pattern Farthing, Anne, 1714, usual type, very fine and rare 1 

Proof Halfpenny, George II (Irish), 1736 ; Farthing, similar 

type, 1737; Pattern Penny, George III, obv. Bust of King 

with flowing hair to right, rev. Britannia seated to left, with 

left breast exposed, on rim above BRITANNIA between floral 

ornaments, below on rim two laurel branches, in exergue 

1797, early impression-, Pattern Halfpenny, by Droz, 

rev. Britannia seated to left, 1790 below, edge render, to. 

CESAR, &c.; Pattern Farthing, with 1798 on rim below 

bust, and on rev. 1 FARTHING on rim, below Britannia, ex¬ 

tremely fine original impressions 5 

Proofs, in bronze and copper, of George III Pennies (2), 1806; 

Halfpennies, 1799 (2), 1806, 1807 ; Farthings, 1799, 

1806 (2); Penny (Irish), 1805, gilt \ Halfpennies, 1805 

(2); Farthing, 1805, all extremely fine 13 

Pattern Pennies, George III (2), with large and small busts, 

rev. as on 1797 Penny in lot 284 ; Halfpenny, with 

large bust, soho on rim below, rev. Britannia seated, 1795 

in exergue; another, usual thick rim type, 1797 ; Pattern 
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Lot 

287 

288 

289 

290 

291 

292 

293 

294 

295 

296 

297 

298 

299 

286—continued. 

Farthings of 1797 and 1798 ; others (2), by Droz, with 

1788 and 1790 in exergue on rev. ; Pattern Farthing, 

1805, reading britanniarvm, all very fine, but restrikes 9 

Bronze and Copper Proofs. George IV, Penny and Half¬ 

penny, 1825, Penny and Halfpenny, 1826; Halfpenny and 

Farthing, William IV, 1831 ; Penny, Farthing and Half 

Farthing of Victoria, 1853, all very fine 9 

Pattern Pennies (gilt), by Moore, Victoria, 1860, same types 

as in the preceding lot in silver; another, like the firs 

named, but without legend on rev., very fine original impres¬ 

sions, rare 

Elizabeth Penny and Halfpenny (Irish); Harrington 
Farthings (23), Manx (18), Voce Populi (5), English 
and Irish, from Charles II to George III inclusive (72), 

some very fine 120 

English and Irish, from George IV to Victoria, some very fine 86 

'S n i i-'t 

// 

BOOKS. 

Octavo. 

Hawkins (E.) Silver Coins of England, plates, half morocco 1876 

Kenyon (P. L.) Gold Coins of England, plates, half morocco 1884 

Stanley Lane Poole. Coins and Medals, cloth 1892 

Thorburn (W. S.) Guide to the Coins of Great Britain and Ire¬ 
land, numerous illustrations, cloth 1888 

Akerman (J. Y.) Ancient Coins of Cities and Princes, cloth, 
1846—Howarth (D. F.) Colonial Coins and Tokens, 1890 

Quarto. 

Snelling (T.) Views of the Coinage of England in Gold, Silver, 
and Copper, also Scotch, Anglo-Gallic, Colonial, &c. complete 
edition (?), many plates, half calf 1762-69 

Henfrey (H. W.) Coins, Medals and Seals of Oliver Cromwell, 
cloth 1877 

CABINETS. 

300 

Mahogany Cabinet, two doors, contains 28 trays pierced for 

various sized coins, 16 in. high, 13 wide, 13 deep 

Old Mahogany Cabinet, two doors (lock missing), contains 16 

trays pierced in 1 in. diameter holes, 64 to each tray, four 

other trays pierced in larger sizes, 8 in. high, 12 wide, 12 deep 

Mahogany Box, 12 by 10 in., containing six drop trays pierced 

in l). in. diameter holes 

END OF SALE. 
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Pry den Press: J. Davy b Sons, 8-9, Frith-street, Soho-square, W. 
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